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7s [DUC] & [DUCT] (to lead, pull) 

ABDUCED ABCDDEU ABDUCE, to abduct (to draw away from original position) [v] 

ABDUCES ABCDESU ABDUCE, to abduct (to draw away from original position) [v] 

ABDUCTS ABCDSTU ABDUCT, to draw away from original position [v] 

ADDUCED ACDDDEU ADDUCE, to bring forward as evidence [v] 

ADDUCER ACDDERU one that adduces (to bring forward as evidence) [n -S] 

ADDUCES ACDDESU ADDUCE, to bring forward as evidence [v] 

ADDUCTS ACDDSTU ADDUCT, to draw toward main axis [v] 

CONDUCE CCDENOU to contribute to result [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CONDUCT CCDNOTU to lead or guide [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEDUCED CDDDEEU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v] 

DEDUCES CDDEESU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v] 

DEDUCTS CDDESTU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v] 

DUCTILE CDEILTU easily molded or shaped [adj] 

DUCTING CDGINTU system of ducts [n -S] / DUCT, to convey through duct (tubular passage) [v] 

DUCTULE CDELTUU small duct [n -S] 

EDUCATE ACDEETU to teach (to impart knowledge or skill to) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EDUCING CDEGINU EDUCE, to draw forth or bring out [v] 

EDUCTOR CDEORTU one that educes (to draw forth or bring out) [n -S] 

INDUCED CDDEINU INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

INDUCER CDEINRU one that induces (to influence into doing something) [n -S] 

INDUCES CDEINSU INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

INDUCTS CDINSTU INDUCT, to bring into military service [v] 

OVIDUCT CDIOTUV tube through which ova travel from ovary [n -S] 

PRODUCE CDEOPRU to bring into existence [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRODUCT CDOPRTU something produced by labor or effort [n -S] 

REDUCED CDDEERU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

REDUCER CDEERRU one that reduces (to diminish (to lessen)) [n -S] 

REDUCES CDEERSU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

SEDUCED CDDEESU SEDUCE, to lead astray [v] 

SEDUCER CDEERSU one that seduces (to lead astray) [n -S] 

SEDUCES CDEESSU SEDUCE, to lead astray [v] 

SUBDUCE BCDESUU to take away [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SUBDUCT BCDSTUU to subduce (to take away) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRADUCE ACDERTU to defame (to attack good name of) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

VIADUCT ACDITUV type of bridge [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s [DUC] & [DUCT] (to lead, pull) 

ABDUCENS ABCDENSU cranial nerve [n -ES] 

ABDUCENT ABCDENTU serving to abduct [adj] 

ABDUCING ABCDGINU ABDUCE, to abduct (to draw away from original position) [v] 

ABDUCTED ABCDDETU ABDUCT, to draw away from original position [v] 

ABDUCTEE ABCDEETU one that has been abducted [n -S] 

ABDUCTOR ABCDORTU abducent muscle [n -ES, -S] 

ADDUCENT ACDDENTU serving to adduct [adj] 
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ADDUCING ACDDGINU ADDUCE, to bring forward as evidence [v] 

ADDUCTED ACDDDETU ADDUCT, to draw toward main axis [v] 

ADDUCTOR ACDDORTU adducent muscle [n -S] 

AERODUCT ACDEORTU type of jet engine [n -S] 

AQUEDUCT ACDEQTUU water conduit [n -S] 

CONDUCER CCDENORU one that conduces (to contribute to result) [n -S] 

DEDUCING CDDEGINU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v] 

DEDUCTED CDDDEETU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v] 

DUCTLESS CDELSSTU being without duct [adj] 

DUCTWORK CDKORTUW system of ducts [n -S] 

EDUCABLE ABCDEELU mildly retarded person [n -S] 

EDUCATOR ACDEORTU one that educates (to teach (to impart knowledge or skill to)) [n -S] 

EDUCIBLE BCDEEILU EDUCE, to draw forth or bring out [adj] 

EDUCTION CDEINOTU act of educing (to draw forth or bring out) [n -S] 

EDUCTIVE CDEEITUV EDUCTION, act of educing (to draw forth or bring out) [adj] 

INDUCING CDGIINNU INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

INDUCTED CDDEINTU INDUCT, to bring into military service [v] 

INDUCTEE CDEEINTU one that is inducted [n -S] 

INDUCTOR CDINORTU one that inducts (to bring into military service) [n -S] 

OVIDUCAL ACDILOUV OVIDUCT, tube through which ova travel from ovary [adj] 

PRODUCER CDEOPRRU one that produces (to bring into existence) [n -S] 

REDUCING CDEGINRU REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

REDUCTOR CDEORRTU apparatus for reduction of metallic ions in solution [n -S] 

REINDUCE CDEEINRU to induce again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REINDUCT CDEINRTU to induct again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SEDUCING CDEGINSU SEDUCE, to lead astray [v] 

SEDUCIVE CDEEISUV SEDUCE, to lead astray [adj] 

TRADUCER ACDERRTU one that traduces (to defame (to attack good name of)) [n -S] 

 


